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A G E N D A

Administrator boot camp agenda
Intermediate System Administration in Adobe Workfront

Once you have the basics under your belt and some time in the system, step up your Adobe Workfront game with the 
Intermediate System Administration in Adobe Workfront boot camp. During the Intermediate boot camp, you’ll explore 
Workfront’s resource management tools, learn text mode reporting, and learn how you can link Adobe Workfront with other 
systems using integrations.

To get a preview of what you’ll learn—or to brush up on your new skills after boot camp—explore the on-demand learning 
paths on the Training page on Adobe Workfront One.

For more information, visit our boot camp page at Adobe Workfront One. Click here to pick a session and register.

Day 1
Boot camp kickoff Meet the boot camp trainers and get to know your fellow Workfront system administrators. Review the boot 

camp schedule and topics that will be covered.

Reporting review and  
Text mode reporting: API Explorer and 
Camel case

Review the basics of report creation in Workfront. Understand what text mode is, why you’ll use it, and when 
it’s ideal for reporting. Learn to use the API Explorer, as well as proper syntax for text mode reporting.

Text mode reporting: Referencing for filters Use text mode when building filters to expand on the fields and objects you can filter by.

Text mode reporting: Custom prompts A custom prompt is a predefined prompt where you hard code the filtering criteria before you run the report.

Resource management: Overview and 
maturity model

What does it mean when we talk about resource management? Learn the responsibilities of a resource 
manager and walk through the resource management maturity levels.

Resource management: Prerequisites Learn how to set up Workfront for effective resource management.

Resource management: Project scheduling 
tool and Workload Balancer

Insight into how to assign and balance work assigned to your people through the projet scheduling tool and 
the Workload Balancer.

Resource management: Resource planner Gain enterprise level visibility into the current and future allocation of your resources.

End of day activity

https://one.workfront.com/s/training
https://one.workfront.com/s/boot-camps-and-certifications
https://one.workfront.com/s/event?tabset-0ce9c=2&tabset-dd045=2
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Day 2
Recap and review Welcome to day 2! We’ll do a quick review of day 1 and answer questions.

Calculations in a custom form Learn how to create custom form fields that reference existing Workfront fields. Write expressions to connect 
the fields.

Text mode reporting: Expressions in a view Learn how you can use text mode syntax and data expressions to create calculations within a view.

Text mode reporting: References in a view Display objects in a view that are not included in the standard mode interface. 

Text mode reporting: Combine columns in 
a view

Learn how you can share the data from two separate columns to display it in one column.

Resource management: Strategic resource 
planning within Workfront

A broader look at how other Workfront tools, like the portfolio optimizer and business case, play a role in 
helping you strategically think about the resources needed to get work done.

Proofing administration: System setups and 
automated workflows

Establish system and user settings for Workfront’s digital review and approval features. 

End of day activity

Day 3
Recap and review Welcome to day 3! We’ll do a quick review of day 2 and answer questions.

Text mode reporting: Referencing for 
groupings

Learn what referencing can do to up your reporting game, when to use them, and how to create them.

Text mode reporting: Expressions for 
groupings

Learn what expressions can do to up your reporting game, when to use them, and how to create them.

Text mode reporting: Collections Reference a collection of objects in the view of a report, to show attributes of objects associated with the 
object of the report.

Integrations: Introduction Learn what integrations are used for, what systems Workfront can connect to, and when should you make the 
connection.

Basic document integrations Workfront integrates with Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, MS OneDrive, WebDAM, Workfront DAM, Sharepoint, 
and Adobe Experience Manager to help you manage a variety of assets. Also take a look at the Workfront 
extension for Adobe products.

Other integrations Link to and manage your work from Workfront using Slack, Outlook, or G Suite applications. Learn how Jira 
and Workfront can work together to manage assignments. Take a look at how Adobe Workfront Fusion can 
be used to connect your processes and systems.

System organization Dive into resources, pro tips, and best practices for keeping your Workfront instance organized and 
streamlined.

End of boot camp review


